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Robert Kirkmans The Walking Dead Descent
In this riveting, “gory, and action-packed” (Jonathan Maberry) survival thriller, set in the expansive world of Robert Kirkman’s The
Walking Dead series, three people from different walks of life in China must join forces against the typhoon of undead as chaos
sweeps over Asia. In the aftermath of the zombie virus outbreak, what remains of the Chinese government has estimated that one
billion walkers (called jiangshi) are currently roaming through the country. Across this dramatic landscape, large groups of
survivors have clustered together for safety in villages and towns that have been built vertically as a means of protection against
the unceasing wave of jiangshi. Before this devastation, Zhu was one of the millions of poor farmers who left their rural roots for
the promise of consistent employment in one of China’s booming factory towns. Elena was an American teaching English in China
while on a gap year before beginning law school. Hengyen was a grizzled military officer of some renown, and a passionate
believer in his nation’s ability to surmount any obstacle. But with the settlement’s 3,000 mouths to feed and the scavengers
having to travel further and further in search of food, Zhu ends up at his home village, where he is shocked to find survivors. Does
he force them to join the settlement or keep their existence a secret? Meanwhile, Hengyen is tasked with the impossible: fortifying
the Beacon against a 100,000-strong “typhoon” of walkers header their way. Even though he realizes that the Beacon hardly
stands a chance, Hengyen is a believer and will stand with his compatriots to the very last, bringing him into conflict with Zhu, who
intends to flee the path of the typhoon and make for the safety of China’s dramatic mountain ranges before it’s too late. Given
“two decaying thumbs up,” (Jonathan Mayberry, author of Rot & Ruin), this book is sure to get your heart racing and leave you
wanting more!
Tyreese and Michonne are growing a lot closerÉbut what does Carol think about that? This deluxe presentation in STUNNING
FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cutting Room Floor and creator commentary.
This deluxe hardcover includes 25 issues of the hitseries THE WALKING DEAD, along with the covers for the issues, all in
onemassive, oversized slipcasedvolume. Collects THE WALKING DEAD#169-193.
The third book in Robert Kirkman's New York Times bestselling series: The Walking Dead: The Fall of the Governor - Part One!
The Walking Dead original novel series, set in the universe of Robert Kirkman's iconic comic book, continues with The Fall of the
Governor - Part One. From co-authors Kirkman, creator of the Eisner Award-winning comic as well as executive producer of
AMC's blockbuster TV series, and Jay Bonansinga, Stoker Award-finalist and internationally acclaimed author, comes the gripping
third novel in this richly woven, page-turning literary saga, which began with The Walking Dead: Rise of the Governor. In Rise of
the Governor, uber-villain Philip Blake journeyed from his humble beginnings directly into the dark heart of the zombie apocalypse,
and became the self-proclaimed leader of a small town called Woodbury. In The Road to Woodbury, an innocent traveler named
Lilly Caul wound up in the terrifying thrall of Phillip Blake's twisted, violent dictatorship within Woodbury's ever tightening
barricades. And now, in The Fall of the Governor - Part One, the Governor's descent into madness finally erupts in a tour de force
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of action and horror. Beloved characters from the comic book, including Rick, Michonne and Glenn, finally make their entrance
onto this nightmarish stage, and fans of The Walking Dead will see these characters in a whole new light. Simmering grudges boil
over into unthinkable confrontations, battle lines are drawn, and unexpected twists seal the fates of the innocent and guilty alike.
Rick and the fellow survivors regroup and aim to make their way in the larger world.
Rick and the rest of the survivors discover the dangers of living inside the "Community" but find things much worse when the walls
give way to the outside.
Police officer Rick Grimes and a few human survivors battle hordes of decomposing zombies.

After a devastating act of war by the Whisperers, Rick must lead his community on a different path.
Rick mounts a mission to rescue a crashed helicopter but discovers that another group has beat him, while back at the
prison, the group tries to restore electrical power by siphoning gas for the generator from abandoned cars in the parking
lot.
Michonne’s arrival has disrupted the balance within the newfound prison community. While life within its walls is
becoming more bearable, it’s still far from safe. This deluxe presentation in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features
another installment of Cutting Room Floor and creator commentary.
The first book explained how the Governor was created; this thrilling sequel to The New York Times bestseller further
reveals his ruthless, inhuman conquest of Woodbury The zombie plague unleashes its horrors on the suburbs of Atlanta
without warning, pitting the living against the dead. Caught in the mass exodus, Lilly Caul struggles to survive in a series
of ragtag encampments and improvised shelters. But the Walkers are multiplying. Dogged by their feral hunger for flesh
and crippled by fear, Lilly relies on the protection of good Samaritans by seeking refuge in a walled-in town once known
as Woodbury, Georgia. At first, Woodbury seems like a perfect sanctuary. Squatters barter services for food, people have
roofs over their heads, and the barricade expands, growing stronger every day. Best of all, a mysterious self-proclaimed
leader named Philip Blake keeps the citizens in line. But Lilly begins to suspect that all is not as it seems. . . . Blake, who
has recently begun to call himself The Governor, has disturbing ideas about law and order. Ultimately, Lilly and a band of
rebels open up a Pandora's box of mayhem and destruction when they challenge The Governor's reign . . . and the road
to Woodbury becomes the highway to hell in this riveting follow-up to Robert Kirkman and Jay Bonansinga's New York
Times bestselling The Walking Dead: Rise of the Governor.
Rick and the others work to create a network of survivor communities while the threat of Negan's "saviors" grows.
Just in time for the new season of The WalkingDead on AMC, the fan-favorite, New York Times bestseller series returns
withits FOURTH massive paperback collection! With over 1,000 pages, this volumecontains the next chapter of ROBERT
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KIRKMAN and CHARLIE ADLARD'sEisner Award-winning continuing story of survival horror. From the Whisperers to the
Commonwealth,Rick Grimes meets new allies and enemies to the way to reclaiming the world fromthe dead. Wars are
started, and dear friends fall... Collects THE WALKING DEAD#149-192.
This hardcover features twelve issues of the hit comicbook series, along with covers and a sketchbook, in one oversized
hardcovervolume. Perfect for long-time readers and fans of the AMC TV show. Rick leads the Commonwealth's
Governor,Pamela Milton, on a tour of the various communities Alexandria is aligned with.Naturally... terrible things begin
to happen very quickly, and what's done can'tbe undone. Collects THE WALKING DEAD#181-192.
Who is Negan? Since his debut in THE WALKING DEAD#100, the charismatic psychopath has antagonized Rick
Grimes, murdered hisfriend with a baseball bat wrapped in barb wire (which he calls "Lucille"), andled the Saviors into
war against Alexandria and the neighboring communities. But who was he before society broke down? Thatquestion will
be answered here, collecting the "HERE'S NEGAN!" storyoriginally serialized in IMAGE+ magazine.
Returning with the second eight volumes of the fan-favorite, New York Times bestseller series, The Walking Dead,
collected into one massive paperback collection! This is the perfect collection for any fan of the Emmy Award-winning
television series on AMC: over one-thousand pages chronicling the next chapter of Robert Kirkman's Eisner Awardwinning continuing story of survival horror - beginning with Rick Grimes' struggle to survive after the prison raid, to the
group's finding short solace in The Community, and the devastation that follows. In a world ruled by the dead, we are
finally forced to finally start living. Collects The Walking Dead #49-96.
Rick Grimes is not prepared for this. A couple months ago he was a small town cop who had never fired a shot and only
ever saw one dead body. Separated from his family he must now sort through the death and confusion to try and find his
wife and son. Collects issues #1-6.
Mother and Child. No one is safe.
Chronicles the continuing story of Rick Grimes and his group of survivors, from their struggle to survive after a prison
raid, to finding short solace in The Community, and the devastation that follows.
"A continuing story of survival horror." --Cover.
From the mind of Robert Kirkman, the legendary comic book auteur and creator of The Walking Dead, comes the
complete e-book collection of WALKING DEAD novels steeped in the terrifying mythos of the Eisner Award winning
comic. The first volume, THE WALKING DEAD: RISE OF THE GOVERNOR, explores the heart-wrenching and horrifying
origin of the comic world's most infamous villain: Philip Blake, AKA The Governor. Following Blake and his ragtag band of
survivors as they carve out a terrifying path through infested subdivisions and rotting cities, RISE OF THE GOVERNOR
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is a fever dream of a road trip that explores the making of a super-villain, culminating in a mind-bending twist-ending. The
second volume in the series, THE WALKING DEAD: THE ROAD TO WOODBURY, delves even deeper into the dark
heart of the Governor, taking readers through the fractured looking glass of a small town turned into a deadly
dictatorship. As seen through the eyes of a troubled bystander, Lilly Caul, this rotting utopia crumbles under the weight of
its own excesses and lurid pastimes. The final installments, THE WALKING DEAD: FALL OF THE GOVERNOR: PARTS
ONE and TWO, ties all the narrative strands and back stories together in a roller-coaster finale that spans two books—an
epic conclusion that resonates for fans of the comic series in startling ways. Every dark promise made during the
Governor's rise to power now pays off in a series of terrifying, dramatic confrontations. When collected as a set, these
four installments tell a heart-wrenching and terrifying saga of apocalyptic horror as well as human behavior in the
extreme.
Winner of the 2011 Diamond Gem Award for Trade Book of the Year In the Walking Dead universe, there is no greater villain than
The Governor. The despot who runs the walled-off town of Woodbury, he has his own sick sense of justice: whether it's forcing
prisoners to battle zombies in an arena for the townspeople's amusement, or chopping off the appendages of those who cross
him. The Governor was voted "Villain of the Year" by Wizard magazine the year he debuted, and his story arc was the most
controversial in the history of the Walking Dead comic book series. Now, for the first time, fans of The Walking Dead will discover
how The Governor became the man he is, and what drove him to such extremes.
Originally published in single magazine form as The Walking Dead #109-120.
The Walking Dead Compendium is here! Since 2003, Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead has been redefining the survival horror
genre with its unique and vivid account of life after the end of the world. Although the cast is diverse and often changing (including,
of course, a great number of zombies), at the heart of every tale is Rick Grimes: former police officer, husband, father, and de
facto leader of a ragtag band of survivors looking to make a future for themselves in a world that no longer has one. To call The
Walking Dead a zombie tale is accurate to a point, but it touches on only one facet of a story that asks timeless questions about
what it means to live. It also asks whether or not this is possible in a world full of the dead. This is a great opportunity to
experience this gripping read for the first time or catch up on the tale with the first four years worth of material, collected in one
volume for the first time. The first eight volumes of this fan-favorite series collected into one massive collection. This volume
collects THE WALKING DEAD #1-48.
Out of the ashes of a devastated Woodbury, Georgia, two opposing camps of ragtag survivors develop - each one on a collision
course with the other. Underground, in the labyrinth of ancient tunnels and mine shafts, Lilly Caul and her motley crew of senior
citizens, misfits, and children struggle to build a new life. But a secret ambition still burns in Lilly's heart and soul. She wants her
beloved town of Woodbury back from the plague of walkers, and now the only thing that stands in her way currently roams the
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wasted backwaters of Georgia... Way out in the hinterlands, amidst the rising tide of walkers that seem to be pushing in from all
directions, the psychotic Reverend Jeremiah Garlitz rebuilds his army of followers with a diabolical secret weapon. He has designs
on the destruction of Lilly and her crew - the very people who vanquished his cultish church - and now, for the first time, he has the
means to bring a special brand of hell down upon the tunnel dwellers. The final confrontation between these two human factions
unleashes an unthinkable weapon - forged from the monstrous hordes of undead, perfected by a madman, and soaked in the
blood of innocents. Jay Bonansinga along with the creator of the TV sensation The Walking Dead comes the next installment in
this terrifying and completely original series of novels, where the legions of the dead come alive to carve out their domain from the
television to the page.
Finally, at long last... Eugene gives everyone the answers they've been waiting for.
All zombies are created equal. All zombie stories are not. From its humble beginnings as an indie comic book, The Walking Dead
has become a pop culture juggernaut boasting New York Times–bestselling trade paperbacks, a hit television series, and enough
fans to successfully take on any zombie uprising. Triumph of The Walking Dead explores the intriguing characters, stunning plot
twists, and spectacular violence that make Robert Kirkman's epic the most famous work of the Zombie Renaissance. The Walking
Dead novels' co-author Jay Bonansinga provides the inside story on translating the comics into prose; New York Times bestseller
Jonathan Maberry takes on the notion of leadership (especially Rick Grimes') during the zombie apocalypse; Harvard professor
Steven Schlozman dissects the disturbing role of science in the television series; and more. Triumph of The Walking Dead
features a foreword by horror legend Joe R. Lansdale.
Winner of the 2011 Diamond Gem Award for Trade Book of the Year In the Walking Dead universe, there is no greater villain than
The Governor. The despot who runs the walled-off town of Woodbury, he has his own sick sense of justice: whether it's forcing
prisoners to battle zombies in an arena for the townspeople's amusement, or chopping off the appendages of those who cross
him. The Governor was voted "Villain of the Year" by Wizard magazine the year he debuted, and his story arc was the most
controversial in the history of the Walking Dead comic book series. Now, for the first time, fans of The Walking Dead will discover
how The Governor became the man he is, and what drove him to such extremes

While Rick takes the group to the Kingdom, Negan takes the opportunity to start a war.
The Walking Dead 25No Turning Back
Just in time for the new season of The Walking Dead on AMC, the fan-favorite, New York Times bestseller series returns
with its third massive paperback collection! With over 1,000 pages, this volume contains the next chapter of Robert
Kirkman's Eisner Award-winning continuing story of survival horror. Rick Grimesa dream of rebuilding civilization is tested
as the people of Alexandria come into contact with other communities that have developed their own methods of survival.
Collects The Walking Dead #97-144.
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A new threat has emerged from within the walker hordes, catching the communities off guard, and the time for peace and
prosperity is over as a new fight for survival begins. Collects The Walking Dead issues #133-138.
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